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THE AFFINE CLASS GROUP OF A NORMAL SCHEME
HOLGER BRENNER
Abstract. We study the property of a normal scheme, that the complement
of every hypersurface is an affine scheme. To this end we introduce the affine
class group. It is a factor group of the divisor class group and measures the
deviation from this property. We study the behaviour of the affine class group
under faithfully flat extensions and under the formation of products, and we
compute it for different classes of rings.
Mathematical Subject Classification (1991): 13C20; 13F15; 14C20; 14C25; 32E10
Introduction
Consider a hypersurface V ⊆ X = Spec A, where A is a factorial domain. Then
V = V (f) and the open complement X − V = D(f) ∼= Spec Af is again an affine
scheme. Thus the spectrum X of a factorial domain has the property that the
complement of every hypersurface is an affine scheme. This property holds also in
the following situations.
-X is locally Q-factorial, meaning that the divisor class group of each point in X
is a torsion group. This rests upon the fact that affineness of a morphism is a local
property on the base.
-X is regular. For then X is locally factorial.
-X is a curve, i.e. a one dimensional noetherian scheme. This is a consequence of
the Hauptidealsatz of Krull.
-X is the spectrum of a normal excellent domain A of dimension two. The first
proof of this result was given by Nagata in connection with the 14th problem of
Hilbert, see [12] and [1].
In this paper we shall study this property of a normal noetherian affine scheme.
For this purpose we introduce in the first section the affine class group of A, ACl A.
It is a torsion free residue class group of the divisor class group Cl A and it measures
the deviation of the described property in a similar way as Cl A measures the
deviation from factoriality.
In the second section we study the behavior of the affine class group under
faithfully flat ring extensions. We show that the affine class group of a normal
domain A and of the polynomial ring A[T ] coincide (Cor. 2.5). In particular, if
our property holds for A, it holds for A[T ]. For a normal excellent domain A of
dimension two we obtain that the complement of every (hyper)surface in Spec A[T ]
is affine (Cor. 2.10). A geometric consequence of this result is that in the affine line
over a normal affine surface the intersection of two surfaces cannot contain isolated
points.
In the third section we study hypersurfaces in the product of a normal affine
variety X with an affine smooth curve C over an algebraically closed field. The
crucial point here is to look at the closure of the graph of a rational mapping from
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X to C. For a normal surface X we obtain again that the complement of every
hypersurface in X × C is affine (Theorem 3.10).
The aim of section four and five is to compute the affine class group in some
examples, in order to illustrate how ACl A and ClA are related. The affine class
group of hyperbolas, of monoid rings and of determinantal rings is just the divisor
class group modulo torsion.
Section five deals with relations between affineness properties of a smooth pro-
jective variety and of an affine cone over it. Under suitable conditions the pull back
of a numerically trivial divisor vanishes in the affine class group. For example we
get that the affine class group of an affine cone over a geometrically ruled surface
is always Z, thereas the divisor class group may be very big.
1. Definitions
Throughout this paper, by a normal scheme we shall mean a noetherian sepa-
rated irreducible reduced normal scheme. A divisor is always a Weil divisor. The
complement of an effective divisor is the complement of its support.
Definition 1.1. Let X denote a normal scheme. We call a divisor D coaffine, if
for every linearly equivalent effective divisor E the complement of E is affine.
D is called strongly coaffine, if nD is coaffine or trivial for every n ∈ Z.
Lemma 1.2. Let X be a normal scheme. Then the following hold.
(i) The trivial divisor is coaffine if and only if X is affine.
(ii) If a positive multiple of D is coaffine, then D itself is coaffine.
(iii) Suppose that X is affine. Then D is coaffine if and only if Dx ⊆ Spec Ox is
coaffine for every point x ∈ X. Cartier divisors are coaffine.
(iv) If W ⊆ X contains all points of codimension one and if D is coaffine on W ,
then D is coaffine on X.
Proof. (i) is clear.
(ii). Let D+(q) be effective, q ∈ K(X). Then n(D+(q)) = nD+(qn) is effective
with the same support and its complement is affine.
(iii). Let X = Spec A. If D is not coaffine we find E = D + (q) effective such
that the complement is not affine. Since the affineness of an open subset U ⊆ X
in an affine scheme X is a local property in X , we find a point x ∈ X where the
complement of Ex is not affine, and Ex = (D + (q))x = Dx + (q)x, thus Dx is not
coaffine.
For the converse, suppose that Dx ⊂ SpecOx is not coaffine, let Dx + (q)x be
effective in Spec Ox such that the complement is not affine. Replacing D by E =
D+(q) we find a divisor which is locally in x effective with non-affine complement.
Let p be a prime divisor of E not passing through x. We find a global function
f ∈ A, which is a unit in x and zero in p. Using such functions we obtain an
effective divisor equivalent with E without changing the localization at x.
(iv). Suppose thatD is effective. ThenX−SuppX D ⊇W−SuppW D = U . If U
is affine, the other inclusion is also true, since W contains all points of codimension
one. Thus X − SuppX D is affine.
We come to the definition of the affine class group of a normal scheme. Since
the coaffine divisors do not form a subgroup of the divisor class group in general,
our idea is to look at divisors which do not change affineness properties of other
divisors.
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Definition 1.3. We say that a divisor D is affine trivial if for every strongly
coaffine divisor E, the divisor D + E is again strongly coaffine.
Proposition 1.4. Let X be a normal scheme. Then the following hold.
(i) The set of affine trivial divisors form a subgroup of DivX. Every principal
divisor is affine trivial.
(ii) If D is affine trivial, it is strongly coaffine.
(iii) Suppose that X is affine. If kD is affine trivial, k 6= 0, then D is affine trivial.
(iv) Suppose that X is affine. If Dx is affine trivial for every point x ∈ X, then
D is affine trivial. Every Cartier divisor is affine trivial.
Proof. (i). Suppose that D and D′ are affine trivial, and let E be strongly coaffine.
Then also D+ (D′+E) is strongly coaffine. Let D be affine trivial and E strongly
coaffine. Then −E is strongly coaffine and therefore D − E is strongly coaffine,
thus −D + E is strongly coaffine and −D is affine trivial. The principal divisors
are affine trivial, since coaffineness is a property of the divisor class.
(ii) is clear.
(iii) Let kD be affine trivial and let E be strongly coaffine. We may suppose
k > 0. kE is also strongly coaffine and therefore k(D + E) = kD + kE is strongly
coaffine. So kn(D + E) is coaffine for n ∈ Z and thus n(D + E) is coaffine due to
1.2.
(iv). In an affine scheme X a divisor is (strongly) coaffine if and only if it is
locally (strongly) coaffine in every point. Suppose Dx is affine trivial for all x ∈ X
and let E be strongly coaffine. Then (D +E)x = Dx + Ex is strongly coaffine and
also D + E.
Definition 1.5. Let X be a normal scheme. We call the residue class group of the
divisors modulo the subgroup of affine trivial divisors the affine class group of X ,
denoted by
AClX .
Remark 1.6. The affine class group is a residue class group of the divisor class
group. If X is affine, it is a torsion free factor group of the Weil divisors modulo
Cartier divisors.
Theorem 1.7. Let X be a normal scheme. The affine class group of X vanishes
if and only if every effective divisor is trivial or the complement of its support is
affine.
If X is affine, then AClX = 0 if and only if the complement of every hypersurface
is affine.
If X is the punctured scheme of a local ring or a proper scheme over a field,
AClX = 0 holds if and only if the complement of every non-empty hypersurface is
affine.
Proof. This is clear.
Remark 1.8. One important application of the property that the complement of
every hypersurface is affine is the theorem of van der Waerden on the ramification
of birational morphisms, see [9], §21.12. If g : X → Y is a birational morphism of
finite type and if Y is normal such that every point y ∈ Y has this property (or the
property (W) of Grothendieck, [9], §21.12.8), then the locus where g is not a local
isomorphism has pure codimension one.
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2. Faithfully flat extensions
We give a criterion for coaffine divisors. The condition that D is basepoint free
in codimension one is always fulfilled if X is affine. D corresponds to a reflexive
module U 7−→ LD(U) = {q ∈ K : D + (q) ≥ 0 on U}, which is an invertible sheaf
outside the base locus.
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a normal scheme, A = Γ(X,OX) and let D be a Weil
divisor. Suppose that D has no fixed components. Let W denote the complement
of the base locus, and let L = LD|W be the corresponding invertible sheaf on W .
Then the following are equivalent.
(i) D is coaffine on X.
(ii) D is coaffine on W .
(iii) For every basepoint free linear subsystem (s0, . . . , sn) of Γ(W,L) the mapping
W → PnA is affine.
(iv) There exists an A-generating system for the A-module Γ(X,LD) = Γ(W,L)
consisting of sections having affine complement.
Proof. Let E be effective and equivalent with D. Then
X − SuppX E ⊇ (X − SuppX E) ∩W =W − SuppW E .
Since the base locus X−W is contained in SuppX E, both sets coincide. This gives
(i) ⇒ (ii), the converse was proven in 1.2.
(ii) ⇒ (iii). (ii) means that for every section s ∈ LD(W ) the complement of the
zero locus V (s) in W is affine. A basepoint free linear system s0, . . . , sn ∈ Γ(W,L)
defines then an affine mapping f :W → PnA, since f−1(D+(xi)) =Wsi =W−V (si)
is affine.
(iii) ⇒ (iv) is clear. (iv) ⇒ (ii). Let 0 6= s ∈ L(W ) be a section corresponding
to the effective divisor E. Then s = a0s0+ . . .+ aksk where the si are a generating
system. We may suppose that the linear system (s0, . . . , sk) is basepoint free. Thus
we get an affine mapping ϕ : W → PrA, showing that Ws = ϕ−1(D+(a0x0 + . . . +
akxk)) is affine.
Remark 2.2. The conditions in 2.1 are not equivalent with the property that there
exists an affine morphism f : W → PnA with LD = f∗O(1). Consider for example
the structure sheaf on a quasi affine, non-affine scheme.
Lemma 2.3. Let p : X ′ = Spec A′ → X = Spec A be flat, where A and A′
are normal noetherian domains. Let D be coaffine on Spec A. Then the pull-back
D′ = p∗D is also coaffine. If the mapping is faithfully flat, the converse holds as
well.
Proof. Let X(1) denote the set of prime ideals of height one and let W ⊆ X denote
the basepoint free locus of D. Thus X(1) ⊆ W and L = LD is invertible on W ,
let W ′ = p−1(W ). We have X
′(1) ⊆ W ′ since going down holds for flat mappings.
Due to 1.2 it suffice to show that L′ is coaffine on W ′.
Flatness gives Γ(W ′,L′) = Γ(W,L)⊗A A′ and an A-generating system si, i ∈ I,
of Γ(W,L) gives an A′-generating system s′i = si⊗1, i ∈ I, of L′(W ′). The sections
s′i have again affine complement and the criterion 2.1 (iv) shows that D
′ is coaffine.
Suppose now that the mapping is faithfully flat and that p∗D is coaffine in
Spec A′. Let E be an effective representative of D. Then p∗E is effective with
affine complement and its support is the preimage of the support of E. An open
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subset is affine if and only if its preimage under a faithfully flat morphism is affine.
Thus X − Supp E is affine.
Theorem 2.4. Let A → A′ be a faithfully flat extension of normal noetherian
domains A and A′. Suppose that the mapping p∗ : ClA → Cl A′ is surjective.
Then ACl A = ACl A′.
Proof. Let D be affine trivial and let E′ be strongly coaffine. We may write E′ =
p∗E (as divisor class) andE is due to 2.3 strongly coaffine. Thus p∗D+E′ is strongly
coaffine and p∗D is affine trivial. This gives a surjective morphism ACl A →
AClA′. A similiar argument shows that it is also injective.
Corollary 2.5. Let A be a normal noetherian domain. Then the affine class groups
of A and of the polynomial ring A[T ] coincide.
Proof. The extension is faithfully flat and the divisor class groups are the same.
Corollary 2.6. Let A be a normal noetherian domain and let E be a vector bundle
over Spec A. Then the affine class groups of Spec A and of E coincide.
Proof. This is also clear.
The following corollary answers one of the motivating questions of this paper. It
is analogous to the theorem of Gauss, that the polynomial ring inherits factoriality
from the base.
Corollary 2.7. Let A be a normal noetherian domain such that the complement
of every hypersurface in Spec A is affine. Then this is also true in Spec A[T ].
Remark 2.8. If in Spec A every hypersurface is coaffine, this is not true in the
projective space PnA, because the preimages of hypersurfaces have non-affine com-
plement. However, every hypersurface of PnA which dominates the base Spec A has
an affine complement. For this can be tested in the punctured affine cone and the
vertex of the cone lies in the closure of the preimage of a dominating hypersurface.
Example 2.9. Cor. 2.7 is not true without the condition that A is normal. Identify
on the affine line A1K two points and call the resulting curve C = Spec A. The
complement of points on a one-dimensional noetherian affine scheme is again affine.
Consider S = C×A1K = Spec A[T ]. S is obtained by identifying two parallel lines on
the affine plane. The image curve of a skew line can not have an affine complement,
for its preimage consists of this line and two isolated points.
Corollary 2.10. Let A be a two-dimensional normal excellent domain. Then the
complement of every (hyper-)surface in Spec A[T ] is affine. The intersection of two
surfaces in Spec A[T ] has no isolated points.
Proof. This follows now from the Theorem of Nagata. The intersection property
follows from the general fact that a hypersurface having affine complement has pure
codimension one on every closed subscheme (see [9], §21.12. and [3]).
Example 2.11. Cor. 2.10 is again not true if A is not normal. Let C be the curve
of example 2.9 and consider C × A2K = S × A1K . This three-dimensional variety
arises by identifying two parallel planes P1 and P2 in A
3
K . One may find two disjoint
surfaces S1 and S2 in affine space such that S1 ∩P1 = ∅, S2 ∩P2 = ∅ and such that
the intersecting curves S1∩P2 and S2∩P1 have only single points in common after
identifying P1 and P2 . The images of these two surfaces intersect then in isolated
points on S × A1.
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Problem 2.12. The analogue of the theorem of Nagata in complex geometry states
that the complement of an analytic curve on a normal Stein surface S is again Stein
(Theorem of Simha, [15]). Analogue to 2.10 one may ask: is the complement of
every analytic hypersurface in S × C Stein?
We consider now the affine class group of a formal power series ring A[[T ]]. A
normal domain A is said to have a discrete divisor class group if the mapping
ClA → ClA[[T ]] is bijective, see [6], §19. This holds for a normal excellent k-
algebra A over a field of characterisic zero if and only if A is 1-rational, meaning
that H1(X ′,OX′) = 0, where X ′ → Spec A is a resolution of singularities, see [2],
6.1.
Corollary 2.13. If the normal domain A has discrete divisor class group, the affine
class groups of A and of A[[T ]] coincide.
Problem 2.14. It is not clear whether AClA = 0 implies ACl A[[T ]] = 0. This is
not even clear if A is factorial.
Example 2.15. Even if a local domain A is factorial, the affine class group of the
completion does not vanish in general. Let
A = K[U, V,W ][X,Y ]/(XY − (U2 − (1 +W )V 2)) .
A is factorial, because the polynomial F = U2 − (1 + W )V 2 is irreducible in
K[U, V,W ]. Over the completion K[[U, V,W ]] we find F = (U − √1 +WV )(U +√
1 +WV ) and in the completion of A,
Aˆ = K[[U, V,W,X, Y ]]/(XY − (U −√1 +WV )(U +√1 +WV ))
the prime ideals (X,U −√1 +WV ) and (Y, U +√1 +WV ) are of height one, but
their sum is (X,Y, U, V ), so they meet in the closed point, thus they cannot have
affine complement (char K 6= 2).
Example 2.16. In a similar way we may give examples of factorial domains such
that after changing the base field the affine class group does not vanish anymore.
For example, the R-Algebra A = R[U, V,X, Y ]/(XY − (U2 + V 2)) is factorial, but
AClA⊗R C 6= 0.
3. The affine class group of products
Generalizing the situation X ×A→ X of the previous section, we study the affine
class group of an affine normal variety X over an algebraically closed field k in
relation to the affine class group of the product with another affine normal variety,
in particular with an affine smooth curve C. Of course, if X and Y are both smooth,
then their product is again smooth and the affine class group vanishes as well. First
we derive some corollaries from 2.4
Corollary 3.1. Let X = Spec A be an affine normal variety over an algebraically
closed field k of characteristic zero, and let k ⊆ K be a field extension. If ClA
is finitely generated, then the affine class group of X and of XK = Spec A ⊗k K
coincide.
Proof. Under these conditions the divisor class groups coincide, see [2], 15.7, so the
result follows from 2.4.
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Remark 3.2. This is not true if k is not algebraically closed, as example 2.16 has
shown.
Corollary 3.3. Let X = Spec A be an affine normal variety over an algebraically
closed field k of characteristic zero, and let Y = Spec B be a variety, where B is
factorial. Then the affine class groups of X and of X × Y coincide.
Proof. The divisor class groups coincide, see [2], 15.10.
Let now X = Spec A be an affine normal variety and let C be an affine smooth
curve over an algebraically closed field k. The easiest hypersurfaces in X × C are
graphs of morphisms X → C and more generally the closures of graphs of rational
mappings X 99K C. We consider here also mappings to smooth projective curves.
Lemma 3.4. Let X be an affine normal variety and let C be an affine smooth curve
or the projective line. Let C be the smooth projective closure of C. Let f : X 99K C
be a rational mapping such that f : X ⊇ U → C is an affine morphism, where U is
the locus where f is defined. Then the closure of the graph of f in X × C has an
affine complement.
Proof. Let P1, . . . , Pn be the points in C not in C. Let Γf ⊆ X ×C be the closure
of the graph of f : X 99K C. Then Γf = Γf ∩ X × C. Thus our set equals
X × C − Γf = X × C − Γf ∩ X × C
= X × C − Γ
f
−X × {P1, . . . , Pn}
= X × C − Γ
f
∪ U × {P1, . . . , Pn} .
Since f is supposed to be affine, this is also true for f × id : U × C → C ×C. The
preimage of △ ∪ (C × {P1, . . . , Pn}) under f × id is Γf ∪ (U × {P1, . . . , Pn}). If
C = P, the complement of the diagonal in P×P is affine. Otherwise n ≥ 1 and then
the curve △ ∪ (C × {P1, . . . , Pn}) in C × C is ample, so its complement is affine.
Therefore U ×C − (Γ
f
∪ (U ×{P1, . . . , Pn})) is affine. Due to the following lemma
this set equals X × C − Γ
f
∪ (U × {P1, . . . , Pn}).
Lemma 3.5. Let V and Y be normal varieties and let ϕ : V ⊇ W → Y be a
rational map. Suppose that W is the maximal locus where ϕ is defined and that W
contains all points of codimension one. Suppose Z ⊆ Y with Y − Z affine. Then
W − ϕ−1(Z) = V − ϕ−1(Z).
Proof. Consider V − ϕ−1(Z) ⊇ W − ϕ−1(Z) → Y − Z. W − ϕ−1(Z) contains all
points of height one of V − ϕ−1(Z). Since the target is affine and V normal, this
mapping is defined on V − ϕ−1(Z).
Remark 3.6. If X is an affine variety, C any curve and f : X → C a morphism,
then the complement of the graph in X × C is always affine. For this it suffice to
show that the mapping X × C − Γf →֒ X × C → X is affine, and this is locally
true.
Corollary 3.7. Let X and C be as in 3.4 and suppose that AClX = 0. Then the
complement of the closure of the graph of a rational mapping f : X 99K C is affine.
Proof. We have only to show that f is affine. This is clear if f is constant, otherwise
the preimage of a point is a hypersurface.
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Example 3.8. The complement of the closure of the graph of a rational mapping
to a smooth projective curve C of higher genus need not be affine, because then the
diagonal is not ample. Let C = ProjA be an elliptic curve where A is normal and
let f : X = Spec A 99K C be the cone mapping defined on U = D(A+). Then the
complement of the graph of f in U ×C is not affine. To show this, let D be a curve
on C×C disjoint to the diagonal, say D = (x, x+p), p 6= 0. Inside the complement
lies as a closed subscheme the preimage of D, and this equals {(y, z) : z = f(y)+p}.
This is also the graph of a mapping on U and therefore isomorphic to U , which is
not affine.
Example 3.9. Two affine normal varieties X and Y may have trivial affine class
group, but ACl (X × Y ) 6= 0. For this consider the two-dimensional variety X =
Spec A of the preceeding example. Since X × C contains non-affine complements
of hypersurfaces (which dominate X), this is also true for X ×U and then also for
X×X . If we replace one factor by a suitable affine open subset Y in the blowing-up
of X we find even examples X × Y where one factor is smooth.
Theorem 3.10. Let X = Spec A be an affine normal surface and let C be an
affine smooth curve both over an algebraically closed field k. Then the complement
of every hypersurface in X × C is affine, ACl (X × C) = 0.
Proof. We deduce this statement from 3.7 by considering finite normal extensions
X ′ → X . Since X ′ is again two-dimensional and normal, we have AClX ′ = 0, so
the complement of the closure of a graph inX ′×C is affine. LetK = K(X) = Q(A).
Let H = V (p) ⊆ X ×C be an irreducible hypersurface. We may suppose that it
dominates the baseX . Then the field extension of the generic pointsK → κ(p) =: L
is finite.
Let x1, . . . , xn ∈ L be aK-algebra-generating system of L with integral equations
F1, . . . , Fn ∈ K[T ]. Due to the theorem of Kronecker, see [14], 54.10, there exists a
finite field extension K ⊆ K ′, where all these polynomials Fi split in linear factors.
Then every residue field ofK ′⊗KL = K ′[X1, . . . , Xn]/(F1, . . . , Fn+other relations)
is isomorphic to K ′.
Let A′ be the normal closure of A in K ′ and X ′ = Spec A′. Since A is excellent,
it is a finite extension of A. It suffice to show that the complement of the preimage
of H in X ′ × C is affine, due to the theorem of Chevalley, [8], 6.7.1. Since going
down is true for X ′ → X and X ′ × C → X × C, see [13], I.10.13, the preimage of
H = V (p) equals the closure of the fiber of p. The fiber over p is Spec K ′ ⊗K L,
its points being K ′-points. So we have to show that a hypersurface H ′ ⊆ X ′ × C
with K(H ′) = K(X ′) has affine complement. But then H ′ → X ′ is generically an
isomorphism and there exists a rational mapping X ′ 99K H ′ →֒ X ′ × C → C such
that H ′ is the closure of the graph of this mapping.
Problem 3.11. Suppose that X is an affine normal variety and C is an affine
smooth curve. Is it true that ACl (X × C) = AClX?
4. Examples
In this section we compute the affine class group of hyperbolas over factorial
domains, of monoid rings and of determinantal rings. In all these cases the result
is that the affine class group is just the divisor class group modulo torsion. In all
these examples we proove that the complement of a certain divisor is not affine by
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giving a closed subscheme where the codimension of the intersection is bigger than
one.
Hyperbolas
Let R be a noetherian factorial domain, let U1, . . . , Ur be non associated prime
elements of R. We consider the hyperbola
A = R[X,Y ]/(XY − f) where f = Ud11 · . . . · Udrr , di > 0 .
pi = (Ui, X) and qi = (Ui, Y ) are prime ideals of height one, the divisor class group
of A is ClA = Zr/(d1, . . . , dr), generated by pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ r. In Cl A the relations
pi = −qi hold.
Proposition 4.1. For A as above the following are equivalent.
(i) ACl A = 0
(ii) D(pi) is affine for all i = 1, . . . , r.
(iii) Ui and Uj generate the unit ideal in R for i 6= j.
(iv) A is locally Q-factorial.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) is clear. (ii) =⇒ (iii). Suppose that Ui and Uj, i 6= j, do not
generate the unit ideal in R. Then there exists in A a prime ideal r ⊇ (X,Y, Ui, Uj),
and its height is at least three. Therefore V (pi) ∩ V (qj) has codimension ≥ 2 on
V (qj) and D(X,Ui) is not affine.
Suppose that (iii) holds. Let Ti denote the product
∏
j 6=i Uj . Then T1, . . . , Tr
generate the unit ideal, thus D(Ti) cover Spec A. On the other hand, Cl ATi is
finite, so (iv) holds. (iv) ⇒ (i) is clear.
Suppose furtheron that R is local. If r ≥ 2, then ACl A 6= 0. We characterize
now the divisor classes which are coaffine.
Proposition 4.2. Let R be a local noetherian factorial domain, U1, . . . , Ur non
associated prime elements in R, f = Ud11 · . . . · Udrr and A = R[X,Y ]/(XY − f).
Then a Weil divisor D of A is coaffine if and only if it is a principal divisor or
equivalent with a divisor n1p1 + . . .+ nrpr, 0 < ni < di for i = 1, . . . , r.
Proof. Every divisor of A is equivalent with n1p1+ . . .+nrpr. Adding multiples of
d = (d1, . . . , dr) we consider the biggest representative ≤ d.
Suppose first that at least one entry is not positive. We order the index set such
that the first k places are positive (k ≥ 1), the places k + 1 to m are negative and
the others are zero. We replace the pi where ni < 0 by qi and get an equivalent
effective divisor with support p1, . . . , pk, qk+1, . . . , qm, 1 ≤ k ≤ m.
If m = k, the ideal p1 ∩ . . . ∩ pk + qj, j > k, has height ≥ 3. So suppose that
at least one entry is also negative, m > k. Consider the ideal r = (Y + Ud11 ·
. . . · Udkk , X + Udk+1k+1 · . . . · Udrr ). This is a prime ideal of height one in A, and
r + p1 ∩ . . . ∩ pk ∩ qk+1 ∩ . . . ∩ qm has again height ≥ 3. These divisors are not
coaffine.
So suppose that all ni are positive. If (n1, . . . , nr) = (d1, . . . , dr), we have a
coaffine principal divisor. If ni = di for at least one i, but not for all, then consid-
ering n− d and interchanging pi by qi yields a situation as before.
So suppose now that 0 < n < d. We have to show that such a divisor is coaffine.
Note E = −n1q1 − . . .− nrqr ∼= n1p1 + . . . + nrpr = D and consider the reflexive
ideal
b = {q ∈ Q(A) : E + (q) ≥ 0} = q(n1)1 ∩ . . . ∩ q(nr)r .
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Using the homogeneous mapping R[X,UdX−1] = A → AX = R[X,X−1] we find
that b = (Un, Y ). The divisors E + (Un) = n1p1 + . . . + nrpr and E + (Y ) =
d1q1 + . . . + drqr − (n1q1 + . . .+ nrqr) = (d1 − n1)q1 + . . .+ (dr − nr)qr have an
affine complement, since ni and di − ni > 0 for all i = 1, . . . , r. Then 2.1 shows
that D is coaffine.
Theorem 4.3. Let R and A as in 4.2. Let D be a Weil divisor of B. Then the
following are equivalent.
(i) A multiple of D is principal.
(ii) D is strongly coaffine.
(iii) D is affine trivial.
The affine class group of A is ClA modulo torsion.
Proof. We show (ii) ⇒ (i). Since D is coaffine, D is equivalent with ∑i nipi,
where 0 < (n1, . . . , nr) < (d1, . . . , dr). We have to show that the fractions di/ni
are all equal. Suppose d1/n1 ≤ di/ni for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r. Then d1(n1, . . . , nr) ≤
n1(d1, . . . , dr), where equality holds in the first place. The divisor n1(d1, . . . , dr)−
d1(n1, . . . , nr) ≥ 0 is effective and equivalent with −d1D. Since it is coaffine and
its first entry is zero, it must be zero everywhere, hence it is a principal divisor.
Example 4.4. The sum of two coaffine divisors need not be coaffine. Let B =
K[U1, U2][X,Y ]/(XY − U31U32 ). The divisor (1, 1) = p1 + p2 is affine trivial. The
divisor (1, 2) is coaffine, but (1, 1) + (1, 2) = (2, 3) = (−1, 0) is not coaffine. Affine
trivial divisors do not preserve the property of being coaffine.
Monoid rings
We seek to compute the affine class group of a monoid ring K[M ], where K is a
factorial domain and M is a normal, finitely generated torsion free monoid, see [7],
[4]. Let Γ = Γ(M) = Zd be the quotient lattice and let F1, . . . , Fr be the facets of
M . Let pi = (T
m : m 6∈ Fi) be the corresponding prime ideal of height one and νi
the corresponding valuation νi : Γ→ Z.
The mapping ν = (ν1, . . . , νr) : Γ → Zr is injective and M = Γ ∩ Nr, hence it
induces a canonical mapping K[M ] → K[X1, . . . , Xr]. The factor group Zr/Γ is
the divisor class group of K[M ]. For an element f ∈M we have f 6∈ Fi iff f ∈ p iff
νi(f) > 0. We call Supp (f) = {Fi : f 6∈ Fi} the support of f .
Lemma 4.5. Let K[M ] as above. Then the complement of the effective divisor
D = n1p1 + . . .+ nrpr is affine if and only if the support of D is the support of a
monomial f ∈M .
Proof. Let D = n1F1 + . . .+ nsFs, 0 ≤ s ≤ r, ni > 0 for i = 1, . . . , s and suppose
that its support {F1, . . . , Fs} is not the support of a monomial function. This means
that for every monomial function f ∈ a = p1 ∩ . . . ∩ ps there exists another prime
ideal pj , s < j ≤ r, such that f ∈ pj . On the other hand there exists for every facet
Fi a monomial element gi such that gi ∈ Fi, gi 6∈ Fj for j 6= i.
We interpret these properties in terms of the mapping K[M ] ⊆ K[X1, . . . , Xr]
The extended ideal aK[X1, . . . , Xr] is contained in (Xi) for i = 1, . . . , s. Fur-
thermore, it is contained in (Xs+1, . . . , Xr). But it cannot be contained in (Xj),
s + 1 ≤ j ≤ r, because for every j there exists a monomial Xν11 . . . Xνrr where
νj = 0 and νi > 0 for i 6= j. If j ≥ s + 1, this monomial belongs to the extended
ideal, but not to (Xj). So the extended ideal has not pure codimension one and its
complement cannot be affine.
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Theorem 4.6. Let D be a Weil divisor of the monoid ring K[M ], where K is a
factorial domain. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) A multiple of D is principal.
(ii) D is strongly coaffine.
(iii) D is affine trivial.
The affine class group of K[M ] is ClK[M ] modulo torsion.
Proof. Let D = n1F1 + . . . + nrFr be strongly coaffine, ni ≥ 0. Due to 4.5 the
support of D is the support of a function f ∈ M . Thus there exist numbers
k,m ∈ N such that kD −m(f) is effective and such that the numbers of zeros has
decreased. This new divisor is equivalent with kD and therefore again coaffine.
Inductively we arrive at t, s ∈ N such that tD − s(g) = 0.
Corollary 4.7. Let K[M ] as before. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) M is simplicial, meaning that the number of facets equals the dimension.
(ii) K[M ] is Q-factorial.
(iii) Spec K[M ] is a quotient singularity.
(iv) AClK[M ] = 0.
Proof. (i) and (ii) are equivalent due to the explicit description of Cl K[M ] as the
cokernel of ν : Γ → Zr. Suppose (ii) holds. K[M ]→ K[X1, . . . , Xr] is the subring
of degree zero under the graduation given by Zr → ClK[M ], and this graduation
corresponds to the operation of the finite group scheme Spec K[Cl (K[M ])] on ArK ,
Spec K[M ] being the quotient. (iii) ⇒ (iv) follows from the theorem of Chevalley
[9],6.7.1. (iv) ⇒ (ii) follows from 4.6.
Determinantal rings
LetK denote a field and let 0 < k ≤ min (m,n). The k-minors of the (m×n)-matrix

X11 . . . X1n
. . . . . . . . .
Xm1 . . . Xmn


define an ideal Ik in the polynomial ring K[Xij : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n].
The ideals Ik are prime of heightmn−(m+n−k+1)(k−1) and the determinantal
rings Rk = K[Xij ]/Ik are normal Cohen-Macaulay domains of dimension (m+n−
k + 1)(k − 1), see [4], Theorem 7.3.1.
Theorem 4.8. Let 1 < k ≤ min(m,n). Let p be the ideal of Rk generated by the
(k − 1)-minors of the first (k − 1) rows. Then p is a prime ideal of height one and
AClRk = ClRk = Z, generated by p.
Proof. For the second equality see [4], Theorem 7.3.5. It suffice to show that the
complement of V (p) is not affine. Consider the mapping
K[Xij : 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n]/Ik → K[Xij : 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n]
where Xij 7→ Xij for i ≤ k − 1 and Xij 7→ 0 for i ≥ k. This is well defined. The
image of p is just the ideal Ik−1 of the (k − 1)-minors in the (k − 1)n-dimensional
polynomial ring. Its height is (k − 1)n − (k − 1 + n − (k − 1) + 1)(k − 2) =
nk − n− (n+ 1)(k − 2) = n− k + 2 ≥ 2, thus D(p) is not affine.
Problem 4.9. For which local normal domains A does the equation AClA =
ClA/torsion hold? Is this true for a rational singularity?
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5. Cones over projective varieties
Let K be a field and let A be an N-graded normal K-Algebra, finitely generated
by homogeneous elements of degree one. Let X = SpecA, X ′ = X − V (A+) and
Y = ProjA be the projective variety over Spec K. Let H be the corresponding
very ample divisor on Y . The cone mapping p : X ′ → Y defines the pull-back
p∗ : Div Y → DivX ′ = DivX . We seek to relate the affine class group of the cone
to the numerical class group of the projective variety.
Lemma 5.1. Let Y = Proj A be as above, and dim Y ≥ 1. Let D be a Weil divisor
on Y . Then the following hold.
(i) p∗D is coaffine on X if and only if for all k ∈ Z the divisors D + kH are
coaffine on Y .
(ii) p∗D is strongly coaffine on X if and only if for all m,n ∈ Z the divisors
nD +mH are coaffine or trivial.
(iii) p∗E is affine trivial on X if and only if for every divisor D on Y with the
property that for every n,m ∈ Z the divisors nD+mH are coaffine or trivial,
this property holds for E +D as well.
Proof. (i). Let LD be the reflexive module on Y corresponding to D. Then
Γ(X, p∗L) = Γ(X ′, p∗L) = ⊕k∈Z Γ(Y,LD+kH). Due to 2.1, p∗D is coaffine on
X if for each homogeneous section s ∈ Γ(X, p∗L)k = Γ(Y,LD+kH) the complement
of the corresponding divisor on X is affine, and this is the case if and only if each
effective divisor D′ ∼= D + kH on Y has an affine complement.
(ii) and (iii) follow from (i).
Corollary 5.2. Let Y = ProjA be a projective normal variety over a field K,
where A is a normal graded K-Algebra, finitely generated by forms of degree one.
Then ACl A = 0 if and only if the complement of every non-empty hypersurface on
Y is affine.
Proposition 5.3. Let Y = Proj A be a smooth projective variety over an alge-
braically closed field, H the corresponding very ample divisor. Let D be a Weil
divisor on Y . Suppose that D and H are linearly dependent in the numerical class
group NumY . Then p∗D is strongly coaffine.
Suppose furthermore that in Spec A every strongly coaffine divisor is affine trivial.
Then ACl A is a factor group of Num Y and it is finitely generated.
Proof. Let D ≡ qH in NumY ⊗Q, q ∈ Q. We have to show that for n,m ∈ Z the
divisors nD+mH are coaffine or trivial on Y . We have nD+mH ≡ rH, r ∈ Q,and
therefore p(nD +mH) ≡ kH, 0 6= p ∈ N, k ∈ Z. Suppose k > 0. Ampelness is due
to the criterion of Seshadri (see [11], VI.2.18) a property of the numerical class, thus
nD +mH is ample, hence coaffine. If k = 0, the divisor nD +mH is numerically
trivial, hence trivial or it has no sections 6= 0 at all. If k < 0, the divisor has no
sections 6= 0.
Problem 5.4. Is the pull back of a numerically trivial divisor affine trivial? Is the
affine class group of a normal domain finitely generated?
Let π : Y → C be a geometrically ruled surface over a base curve C. The Picard
group of Y is given by Pic Y ∼= Z ⊕ π∗(PicC), and the numerical class group is
NumY = Z ⊕ Z, [10], Prop. V.2.3. We will compute the affine class group of an
affine cone over Y .
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Proposition 5.5. Let Y be a geometric ruled surface over the curve C, A a normal
homogeneous coordinate ring for Y with corresponding very ample sheaf H. Then a
divisor p∗D is strongly coaffine in Spec A if and only if D is numerically dependent
with H.
The affine class group of the cone is AClA = Z.
Proof. The if part was proven in 5.3. So suppose that D and H are numerically
independent. Then there exists a linear combination mD + nH of numerical type
(0, k), where k is positive. Such a divisor is the pull back of a divisor on the base
curve of positive degree k, hence a multiple of it is linearly equivalent to an effective
divisor. The complement of an effective divisor coming from the base curve contains
projective lines, hence it can not be affine.
It follows that the strongly coaffine divisors of A form a subgroup in the divisor
class group, thus they are affine trivial. Hence ACl A = (Num Y/H)/torsion ∼=
Z .
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